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Department of English. 

II M.A English ( III Sem) 

American literature (P16EN31) 

Unit - I: (Poetry) 

1.THE RAVEN 

choose the best Answer: 

1. when  was the The Raven first published? 

     a) 1858  b) 1845  c) 1884  d) 1834 

2. what was the author doing at the beginning of the poem ? 

       a) Eating dinner  b) Reading a book  c ) Cutting his toenails   d)  Writing a letter             

3. what was the name at the narrator's love ? 

     a) Lenore  b) Charlie  c) Lorena  d) lornet                 

4. who was the narrator's in the 'The Raven' by Edgar Allan Poe? 

       a) A Musician  b) A young scholar  c) A Theologian  d) scientist       

5. The poem is told in --- 

      a) Omiscient narration   b) First person  c) Third person  d) Second person       

6.  what is the time and month at the events ? 

        a) Noon in July  b) An afternoon at the end of the October  c) Midnight in December  d) An  

warily April morning.                                                                                                            

 

7. How did the raven get into the house? 
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     a) He stepped in the window  b) he came in the chimney  c) he flew the door  d) he was already in the 

house.                                                                                        

8. what is a chamber ? 

     a) A heart. b) A pot  c) A kitchen   d) A bedroom  or study room.                       

9. The Raven symbol of --- 

     a) Birds   b) happiness   c) boredom  d)  death.                         

10. What happened to the narrator's love Lenore?  

          a) she was killed. b) she left him  c) she committed suicide  d) she died of unknown causes.                                                                                                                              

11. An example of  alliteration  is ---  

    a) Silence was unbroken   b) All my soul within me burning  c ) No living human beings  d) 

Nodded , nearly napping.                                                                                                    

12. what is the narrator doing  to forget his sorrows over losing Lenore?  

          a) Napping   b) Reading  c) drinking  d ) Nothing.                                       

13. How does  the narrator first explain how the raven and talk ? 

          a) The Raven must be a spirit   b) The rave  is a prophet  c) He must have misunderstood the 

raven  d) A previous owner taught it to speak.                                 

14. what does the narrator order the raven to do in the second-to- last Stanza ?  

        a) leave b) speak  c) stay d) bring Lenore back.                                            

15. what part of the bird eventually seems demonic to the speaker? 

         a) Talons  b) Voice  c) Eyes d) Beak.                                      

16.  what was the raven name  ?  

          a) Never more. b) Lenore. c) Nether of them.  d)  Never                                                

17.  what did the narrator then ask of the raven ?  
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        a) why was he sent here ?  b) from where did come ?  c) what is his name ?  d) who was his        

        master.                                                                                                

18.  which of the following statements best expresses the central idea of ' The Raven' ?  

         a) The Raven will never leave the chamber. b) The poet will  grieve lenore's death  c) The poet     

          will never sleep again.   d) A talking raven is a symbol of madness.           

 19. what word does the raven say whenever  he speaks ?  

        a) Quoth     b) prophet   c) Never more  d) Lenore.                                        

20. what is every Stanza at the poem based on according the poe's explanation. ? 

        a) Maths  b) Music c) logic.  d) science.                                       

Paragraph Questions:   

1.  why does the speaker ask the raven to leave ? 

         The Raven of course, says " nevermore" and refuses to leave . In the stanza we see that the narrator 

is depressed he says that his soul will never be able to escape from the shadow that the bird is casting that 

the bird's presence is making the speaker depressed. 

 

2. what is the main message of the Raven?  

      In poet's open word he decided upon the raven as the poem's primary symbol, because it represented " 

Mournful and never -ending Remembrance "the raven .Instigates the grieving young man's distress and 

helps push him down the path towards what is expected that will eventually end in madness soul. 

 

 

3. How does Poe bring out the psychic lover's condition on the beginning of the poem ' The Raven ' 

? 
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      In the poem ' The Raven ' Poe portrays the peculiar condition of the bereaved lover .A tame raven 

which says ' Nevermore' has broken loose on a stormy night and seeks admission by beating its wing on 

the window of the bereaved lover's house.  He is read8a book at midnight. He is half dreaming of his 

beloved mistress who has died. The young man first opens the door thinking that someone had knocked at 

the door, but found nobody there.When he hears the knocking again, he locates the sound at the window 

and opens it to let the raven in. The bird enters boldly and perches on the figure of Palladian, made of 

morale which offers a contrast to the black colleges of the raven. The youth asks the bird whether he will 

meet the sainted maiden( Lenore) in heaven .The raven cries ' nevermore' .Then he admonishes the bird , 

saying " Take the beak from our my heart and take thy form off my door". But the raven says 'nevermore'. 

The poet is skilful and artistic and he creates the excitement till the final fall to desperation. Thus the 

condition of the psychic lover is beautifully brought out. We sympathize with the lover in this very 

experience.  

 

Essays :  

 

1. Write a critical appreciation of the poem ' The Raven'. 

Introduction:  

  ' The Raven' is a narrative poem by Edgar Allen  Poe. First published in January 1845, the poem is often 

noted for its musically, stylized language, and supernatural atmosphere. It tells of a talking raven's 

mysterious visit to a distraught lover, tracing the man's slow fall into madness. The love, often identified 

as being a student, is lamenting the loss of his love, Lenore. Sitting on a busy of Pallas, the raven seems to 

further instigates his distress with its constant repetition of the word "Nevermore" .The poem makes use 

of a number of folk , mythological, religious , and classical references.He explained in his 1846 follow -

up essay , ' The philosophy of composition '. The poem was inspired in part of by a talking raven in the 

novel ' Barnaby Rudge' by Charles Dickens.  Poe borrows the complex rhythm and meter of Elizabeth 

Barret's poem " lady Geraldine 's Courtship" , and makes use of internal rhyme as well as alliteration 

throughout."The Revan " was first attributed to poe in print in the New York Evening Mirror on January 

29, 1845. It's publication made Poe widely popular in his lifetime. 

The poem is legendary black bird of ill Omen. The atmosphere created in the poem is something special, 

which shits the poem of this kind . The atmosphere of melancholy and articialitu is woven into the texture 
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of the poem. poe' s critical essay ' The philosophy competition ' uses this poem as an illustrative model. 

For him poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty. The poetic thoughts and ideas are supreme because it 

satisfies taste and aesthetic sense. A poem like ' The Raven ' is possible because it intensely excites the 

reader by elevating his soul.  

Bird's Entry into the House: 

The scene outside is stormy .The student who has lost his beloved is half -dreaming of his mistress in 

a chamber that is symbolically dark. To overcome this feeling he reads a book. As he is reading, someone 

knocks at the door .The scholar is under the impression that someone might have come there. When he 

opens the door,there is no one actually, but a kind of suspenseful meanings arises in him .He closes the 

door after him and starts reading again.There is again the knocking sound, this time louder than before. 

As he opens the door, he locates the place from where the sound was heard.It was the window lattice 

where he could see a raven waiting to come inside .The bird enters like others but without observing any 

formality like greeting , respecting,etching.It goes near the bust of Pallas, the goddess of wisdom and 

safely perches there.The weary and oppressive student ask questions as if he is intent on knowing the 

purpose of the bird's visit to his place  The bird keeps repeating the single word 'Nevermore' like a refrain. 

Symbolic Interpretation:  

        The young scholar is a t a  loss to know the meaning of the word, uttered by the bird .He is obsessed 

with the possibility of his meeting the beloved in the near future. When he puts a question about the lover, 

the bird answers 'nevermore ' .He feels tired of this kind of response and so he orders the bird to quit his 

place. The bird again says 'nevermore' . The scholar 's mood is one of desperation and he demands vital 

information regarding his lover. The symbolically presence of the bird makes it really mournful and 

melancholic . 

 

 

Effect of Mourning and Remembrance:  

Regarding the total effect created in the poem ,it may be said that there is some amount of 

complexity and aggressiveness left implied at the end .The undercurrent is easily felt in the following 

lines: "Take thy beak from out my heart and take thy form from off the door .Quoth the Raven 

'Nevermore' .The effect of Mourning and remembrance could be distinctly felt at the close of the poem. 

As everyone knows, the tone of the highest manifestation to be used in poetry must be one of sadness. It 
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is true that beauty of any kind invariably excites the sensitive soul to tears.So Poe insists that melancholy 

is the most legitimate of all the poetical tones. 

Conclusion:   

The visit of the bird remaining uncertain, the lover is uncertain about his beloved .Naturally the soul 

gets excited over the happenings , which are made possible through the contemplation of melancholy 

subjects. The death of a beloved woman , the sorrowful , anxious- minded lover, the surroundings etc, is 

vividly portrayed in a poem of this kind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                       

                       2. When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd  

                                                                            - Walt Whitman 

 

Choose The Best Answers:  
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1. What  kind of poem "When lilacs last in the Dooryard Bloom'd " ? 

      a) A dirge  b) A sonnet c) An elegy d) A panegyric                                     

2. Whitman was born on May 31, 1819 in --- 

      a) Brooklyn ,Ny b) Camden, New Jersey c) West Hills , Long island d) Washington D.C.      

3. At the age of 17 he started his career as a :  

     a) Teacher  b) Clerk  c) Printer  d) Journalist.          

4. upon his return to Brooklyn in 1848 he founded a newspaper called :  

      a) long- Island   b) Weekly Freeman  c) Evening star  d) Daily Eagle.           

5. Walt Whitman died on  

a) Oct 15, 1891 b) May 4, 1892  c) Dec _23, 1891 d) March 26, 1892.     

6. what kind verse Whitman used for "When lilacs last in the Dooryard Bloom'd " is called.  

      a) Free verse  b) iambic pentameter c) iambic trimeter d) Sonnet.                  

7. The lilacs on that " tall-growing " bush is part of the poem's theme of -- 

       a) perseverance  b) mortality  c) immortality d) versions of reality.                

8. whose death does "When lilacs last in the Dooryard Bloom'd " Commemorate ? 

       a) Lincoln's  b) John Brown's c) Stone wall Jackson's  d) The poet's mother 's.      

9. The fallen Western star is really just a symbol reflecting the speaker's feeling of -- 

a) Society and class  b) admiration  c) truth d) transformation.                 

10. The hermit bird singing in the "secluded recesses" is an example of the poem's theme.  

        a) language  b) mortality  c) nature  d) femininity.                 

11. When death is depicted as a " Dark mother" that technique is called . 
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  a) conflict   b) Anaphora  c) Couplet  d) personification.              

12. The " Trinity of the lilacs, Western star, and hermit bird is really a series of -  

       a) meter b) allusion  c) Symbols  d) external conflict.                

13. Three people or things considered as Unit. 

          a) Teaming  b) prolific  c) haughty  d) Trinity.               

14. Free verse  

      a)what figurative language is used ? b) Text structure  c) What is the auther purpose  ?  d) 

Poe?                                                                                                 

15. And the great lilacs early dropped and represents the blooming of lilacs in April which 

symbolizes the same month that Abraham Lincoln was killed. 

     a) Themes ?  b) settings?  c) Symbols ? d) Author? genre ?published ?                      

 

 

 

 

 

PARAGRAPH : 

1.  What does hen lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd mean ? 

         When lilacs last in the Dooryard Bloom'd is composed of three separate yet simultaneous 

poems.  One follows the progress of lincoln' s coffin on its way to the president's burial .The 

second stays with the poet and his sprig of lilacs, meant to be laid on the coffin in tribute, as he 

eliminates on death and mourning.  
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2. How does Whitman express his grief over the death of lincoln ? 

       The coffin carrying the dead body of lincoln travels over the breast of spring, amidst all the 

fertility and growth of nature, amidst the yellow spears wheat, the dark brown fields and the 

Apple orchards. Against this background of suggestive life travels the dead body of lincoln. As 

the poem progresses, the song of the bird assumes greater significance, as the key to the mystic 

Knowledge of death.As a human song , it is naturally a song with the voice of uttermost grief. It 

is the still, sad music of humanity, but with greater importance. The lure of the bird's song is 

stronger now than before. Whitman emphasizes the bird's song is stronger now than before . 

Whitman emphasizes the difficulty of releasing himself from the shackles of personal grief. He 

knows that true Knowledge alone can bring about release from suffering. 

 

 

3.  Whose death does when lilacs last in the dooryard bloom D commemorate ? 

       The poem written in free verse in 206 lines , uses Many of the literary techniques associated 

with the pastoral elegy .It was written in the summer of 1866 during a period of profound 

national mourning in the aftermath of the assassination of president Abraham Lincoln on April 

14, 1865. 

 

ESSAYS:  

1.Examine Whitman's mysticism in the 'Lilacs' poem. 

  Introduction : 

        "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd " is a first-person monologue written in free 

verse. It is a long poem, 206 lines in length that is cited as a prominent example of the elegy 

form and narrative poetry.In its final form, published in 1881 the poem is dividedinto sixteen 

sections. 

  As the poetic spokesman of America, Whitman wrote poems to sing in memory of president  
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Abraham Lincoln, who was assassinated on 14th April, 1865. 'When lilacs last in the Dooryard 

Bloom'd ' reveal the poet's grief at the passing away of a great national leader.It affected the poet 

more deeply than any event of the war itself. The ' Lilacs ' poem is one of the finest 

achievements of Whitman in expressive form. 

The Three Symbols:  

     The lilacs, the star and the bird form a kind of trinity to achieve perfection in the poem .The 

word 'trinity' suggests that all the three things mentioned include his grief and holiness. The poet 

identifies the star with Lincoln and the clouds .When he exclaims, " I helpless soul of me, O 

harsh surrounding clouds that will not free my soul", he reveals his imprisoned state created by 

his grief-  a state whose changes the poem traces portraying finally the poet's release. The 

blossoming Lilacs bush and its rich green leaves appear to the poet so wonderful in their beauty 

and meaning as to be a miracle. The strong perfume of the lilacs suggests spiritual love, the bush 

a symbol of life, etc. Maud Bodkin says , " the broken sprig serves as memorial and a reminder 

that love endures". The hermit thrush is introduced in the fourth section. It is a bird found in the 

secluded recesses and in the swamps .James Miler is of the view that the song of the bird is 

indicative of the celebration of death as an outlet into the spiritual.  

 

Mysticism:  

     The bird is addressed by the poet as brother in view of its future role as his guide in 

understanding of the nature of death. The implication is that the poet is pulled towards the bird 

but its mystic song bit is held by the strong attraction of the lilacs bush. The coffin carrying the 

dead body travels everywhere, where nature gives company. The song of the bird is the key to 

the mystic Knowledge of death. It is naturally a song with the voice of the utmost grief .The lure 

of the bird's song is stronger than ever before .The poet knows that the true Knowledge alone can 

bring about release from suffering. Death is conceived as the cruel depriver of death .Night like 

death itself is full of meaning and mystery .Death is a meaningful act that leads one to further 

knowledge as night leads to day. 

Sacred Knowledge:  
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The bird's song creates for the poet a mystical state that bestows mystical insight .In his 

long panorama of vision in which he sees the chaos of the battlefield and the myriads of white 

skeletons of young men, the poet discovers that the slain are fully at rest and it is the living and 

not the dead who suffer. Finally he weaves the major images lilacs, star and the bird together in 

an incantatory chant , hypnotic in its rhythmical repetition and powerful in its restrained but 

intense emotion. He is aware that each agent has played a major role in bringing him to sacred 

Knowledge.  

Conclusion :  

The critic Geoffrey Dutton points out the poem and it's features thus : " the senses match the 

soul in their influence on the poem ." Through our sense of smell , sight , hearing , we are 

introduced to the three symbols, Lilac , the star and the bird which in turn introduced  death in 

terms of the natural cycle , of individual mourning and of mystic rapture.  

        

      

 

                                         3. Because I Could not Stop for Death  

                                                                                - Emily Dickinson  

Choose The Best Answer:  

1. Because I Couldn't stop for death. He stopped for me -- 

  a) Rudely  b) Unfortunately  c) Kindly d) Quickly.          

2. How long has it been since the speaker died? 

     a) Days b) Months  c) Years d) Centuries.                  

3. What does the word ' immortality’  mean ? 

      a) Motor  b) Death  c) Sleep forever  d) live forever    
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4. ----- took the poet in his carriage  

    a) immortality b) Death c) life d)Eternity.                     

5. What is the 'Death' or 'He' personified to ? 

     a) Her husband  b) Her life  c)A gentleman who drives a carriage d) God.      

6. The house where the carriage pauses, symbolizes.  

      a) Graveyard  b) Heaven c) Her home  d) Hill.             

7. The poet says that the carriage takes her towards.  

       a) The end  b) hell  c) heaven  d) Eternity.                    

8. What does 'Grazing  Grain ' indicate ? 

      a) life b) Death c) Grains d) Sun.                                  

9. The direction ' west' symbolizes. 

     a):Eternity  b) Death  c) life d) mortality.                      

10. When the carriage crossed the school, the children were? 

         a) sleeping  b) studying  c) dancing  d) playing.       

 

 

Paragraph: 

1. Why 'Could not' the speaker stop for death? 

         In this poem Death is personified as a gentle man who stops for the poet .In the opening line 

speaker says that she could not Stop for death, because the death is kindly stopped for her. The death 

approaches the author in a very kind manner. Death is kind enough of stop for , even though he is very 

busy. Death appears not as rude, sudden, and impersonal but as a kindly and leisurely gentleman. 

2. How is 'Death' presented ? 
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    This poem personified death as a gentle man and a friend who takes the poet for a carriage ride. The 

idea of death has presented to most romantic poets the subtly interfused erotic motive. love for them is a 

symbol interchangeable with death. The terror of death is objectified through the figure of the genteal 

driver, who is made ironically to serve the end of Immortality.  

3. What does stanza four describe? 

In the fourth stanza the speake. sees her situation differently. first she realizes that it is the setting 

Sun that passes her, rather than they who proceed .Secondary the speaker realizes that she is 

inappropriately dressed. Her gossamer gown and 'tulle' tippet do no keep her warm .The physical chill 

suggests that death may also be more chilling in other ways than she had anticipated.  

 

 

 

 

ESSAYS :  

1. Write a critical appreciation of the poem 'Because I Could not Stop for Death'. 

        Emily Dickinson, America's greatest woman poet born in 1830 noted for her wit and love of fun .She 

took part in Village social activities and spent her life by seeking companionship in nature and recreation 

in solitary country walks. Her short lyrics were remarkable, for their mystic quality.  

'Because I Could not Stop for Death '., taken from ' The chariot ' is one of the best known poems of Emily 

Dickinson.  life is a journey , during which , one is programmed for a meeting with death.The poet has an 

imaginative encounter with death.  

Death personified as a gentleman stops for the poet and takes her out for a ride in her carriage. 

Immortality as a chaperone is also present in the carriage , to ensure speaker's safety. Since death is kind 

enough to stop for her, she divided to respond into Death's civility and politeness. The poet decides to put 

away her labour and dispense with the leisure slowly the hearse moves towards West. 

As a metaphorical poetry , the poem suggests the successive stages of human life 
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 The hearse passes the daily routine of life .when the hearsec Grosses the School, the poet observes the 

children playing games during a school recess. Then she notes the gazing grain and the setting Sun. The 

carriage passes the cycles of the day and the image of the setting Sun remondels us that we are the 

creatures of time and after the day of life has passed ,the sun must  set and our life comes to an end. 

First she realizes that it is the setting Sun that passes her, rather than they who proceed. Secondly she 

realizes that she is inappropriately dressed.  Her gossamer and tulle that is the materials suggesting both 

wedding apparel and the shroud do not keep her warm. The death is more chilling than she anticipated.  

The hearse paused near a grave and she calls it as home .Time moves very fast and stands still after death. 

It seems to her that the pause near grave lasted for centuries. The grave tomb is not the final destination. 

The carriage takes the poet further on. She surmised that the horse heads were pointed ' towards eternity' 

.This shows the belief in life beyond death and in immortality. Immortality accompanies death to rescue 

human beings. 

 

 

                                                                           4. Birches 

                         - Robert Frost 

 

Choose The Best Answers : 

1. In  what poetic form is 'Birches' written in ? 

a) Heroic couplet b) Blank Verse c) Sonnet  ) There is no strict poetic form in the poem    

2. Whe was Birches published ? 

a) 1900 b) 1916 c) 1925 d) 1941.               

3. How many times Frost won Pulitzer prize for poetry? 

     a) Two Pulitzer prize for poetry  b) Three Pulitzer prize for poetry  c) four Pulitzer prize for poetry  d) 

Six Pulitzer prize for poetry.                           

4. when was Robert Frost born? 

 a) 1873 b)1875  c) 1872 d) 1874.                            ) 

5. Birches poem was included in which poetry collection of Frost. 
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     a) Mountain internal  b) A boy's will  c) North of Boston  d) New Hampshire.        

6. Birches show Frost as a :  

     a) love poet  b) Nature  poet  c) spiritual  poet  d) poet of death.                     

7. ' Birches' first appeared in-- 

       a) spectator  b) The prelude. c) The idle  d) Atlantic monthly.                    

8. When was Robert Frost  died? 

9. What is one thing that the act of swinging might symbolize ? 

a) The importance of scientific truth. b) The desire to escape reality. c) The desire for radical 

political changes  d) The importance of understanding formal philosophy.            

10. In the poem " Birches " what does the poet like to think causes the branches to bend ? 

     a) The wind blowing b) A boy swinging on them c) The rain d) The weight of ice from an storm.                          

 

Paragraph :  

 

1. What was the poem Birches ? 

      Frost' s main theme in " Birches" is that life is beautiful and good , more desirable than heaven. He 

was 40 when he published the poem, and it reveals the feelings of a man in middle age looking  both 

ahead toward death and background to childhood.  

2. What effect do the ice storms have on Birches? 

     The poem 'Birches' are precise and deceptively natural. The entire passage suggests that nature is 

superior or inferior to man .These lines exemplify what Frost calls the "matter -of-fact " of "Truth" .But 

Frost does not Stop with the conclusion that ice storms, and not swinging boy's, are the cause of Birches 

bent "down to stay" .He approaches finally the idea that man's acts upon nature have their own meaning 

and beauty .Interestingly  Frost decides that, given a choice, he "should prefer to have some boy bend" 

Birches. In the midst of swinging, boy's are not observes of nature; they actually collaborate with nature 

by taking the "stiffness " out of birches. Frost would have a bent tree signify that some boy swinging from 

earth, has gone beyond that " painless wood / Where your face burn and tickles with the cobwebs / 
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Broken across it . " Birches " suggests that nature's beauty is somehow enhanced, When man has worked 

and effect upon nature . 

 

 

Essays:  

1.Bring out Robert Frost 's vision in the poem ' Birches ' . 

    Introduction:  

         In the poem "Birches " , Robert Frost takes an image of a Birch tree whose branches have been 

worn from the winter and transform the literal image into a deeper poem about escaping from the ground 

and the earth into a safe haven up in the branches, being able to swinging freely return to reality. 

Exploration of the Tree :  

Frost uses symbolism in almost every line of the poem,relating the literal to the imagination. "Soon 

the sun's warmth makes them shed crystal shells, shattering and avalanching on the snow  crust -such 

heaps of broken glass to sweep away , you'd think the inner dome of heaven has fallen." This line is a 

perfect example of his form of writing. He compares the ice melting off the branches they cover because 

of the snow, to the illusion that the inner dome of heaven has fallen to the earth like pieces of broken glass 

to be swept away. Frost brings in the image of a small boy using the Tree as his only playmate. He 

describes how the boy explores every part off the tree, leaving no branches untouched.  The branches 

never break or weaken. They stay strong through all of the trials he puts them through. The boy spends 

hours in this tree merely playing in a place that no one will interrupt his imagination and carefree spirit.  

Way to Happiness:  

Frost goes even further claiming he was once that boy , and now that he has had to face the truths of 

the world, he wishes he could climb the still familiar branches and escape from everything even for just a 

short while. He stresses the fact of wanting to leave earth and spending  carefree moments in a place with 

no worries or fears, referring to the Tree and returning to the earth  where he could being a new .The 

purpose of the treehas changed since his youth .He once Climbed to find happiness through playing. He 

now wishes to find happiness   through escaping earthly  situations. He goes on to discuss how he half 

way wishes the earth would relieve him and he could climb the branches all the way to the top. 
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On 'Birches' :  

  The didactic and philosophical  elements that some critics have attacked strikes others as the very core 

of Frost' s virtue .Perhaps impartial observes can accept the notion that " Birches " is neither as bad as its 

harshest opponents suggests more as good as its most adoring advocates claim. " Birches " contains three 

fairly lengthy  descriptions that do not involve unusual perspectives. 

Conclusion  :  

   In fact, the most original and distinctive vision in the poem- the passage  treating the ice on the trees - is 

undercut both by the self- consciousness of its final line and by the two much more conventionally 

perceived environments that follow it ; the rural boyhood of the swinger of birches and the "pathless 

wood ", which represents life's " Considerations" . As a result, the poem's ardent concluding lines -it's 

closing   pronouncements on life, death and human aspiration-dp not arise from a particular experience.  

 

 

 

      

 


